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Wisdom - Building Your House

Introduction:
 The key verses are verses 3 and 4, “Through wisdom is a house built, and by understanding is it  
 established, and by knowledge shall the chambers be filled with all precious and pleasant riches.”   
 God has a master plan for your house.

 I. Fashioning the House - “By wisdom is a house built (designed)...”  God has set forth a master  
    plan for our homes.  WISDOM IS THE ABILITY TO THINK GOD’S THOUGHTS.
  A. There is a perfect house.  When I do seminars, I love to ask, “Have you ever attempted to  
      correct your spouse?”  Hello...From where did you get that criterion to judge?  We all   
      have a functional or distorted context of perfection.
  B. Perfection is Biblical...  The theme of the Sermon on the Mount is Matthew 5:48, “Be ye  
      perfect as your Father in heaven is perfect.”  Ephesians 4:12 states that among the tasks  
      of the church is the “perfection of the saints...”  The word perfection here, means whole or  
      complete.  God is striving to “mature” us
  C. Basic quality of wisdom (from within this passage) is strength.  How strong are you (not  
      physically, obviously)?  Verse 5 states that “...wise man is strong...”  Verse 10 states that  
      if we “faint in the day of adversity, our strength is small...” (v.16 also).  How do you   
      respond to stress and adversity?
 II. Framing the House “...by understanding it is established (framed in)...”  UNDERSTANDING IS  
     KNOWING WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING.  When there are tensions within the house, are you 
     reacting?  Do you grasp the meaning of the circumstances?
  A. Do you understand your kids, spouse, life, etc...?  How many times do I hear people say  
      “I don’t understand”?  The Holy Spirit is saying within you “understand, understand,   
      understand...”
  B. God is striving to open our understanding (Luke 24:45).  Proverbs 3:13 states that “He  
      that findeth wisdom and he that getteth understanding, more important are these things  
      than silver or gold or anything else you can desire.”
  C. Basic quality of understanding is discernment (vs.7,26-27).  You know what has to be  
      done.  You have “prepared your work” (v.27).
 III. Filling the House “...chambers shall be filled with all precious and pleasant riches.”  Getting   
      excited?  KNOWLEDGE IS LEARNING NEW TRUTH
  A. Knowledge fills the home.  With knowledge come responsibility
  B. The basic qualities are: our words (v.29) and our judgements (v.19)

Conclusion
Awesome conclusion note verses 30-32.  Here are the four steps for moving from ignorance to wisdom:
1. “I saw” - illumination - self realization “wow I never knew”
2. “I consider” - Investigation - I thought about it
3. “”I looked upon it” - Intensity - “picked it up again”
4. “I received instructions” - Instruction - “truth changes”

  


